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Abstract:
Violence and terror attack has become the essence of today’s growing world. The human being has time and
again fighting for this or that aspect in search of power and supremacy in the world. In modern world person
has huge want of power and money then it uses to be in past. It is not hidden secret that many global war
between the nation has been fought every now and then in want of get the upper hand in oil business or to
create global treat by enhancing nuclear power. Problem regarding so can only solved if all the nation stands
together in one common ground of global peace establishment not by voice but by act. Dream of global peace
can be achieve only if countries around the world act on the core principle of UNO. Nearly one third
investments in the world has been done either in the sector of enhancing nuclear power or for achieving its
reach in oil business which is universal truth which nobody wants to accept. This paper therefore, will
sincerely tries to open those curtains which has either been kept to hide some dirty secrets or to cover up such
scandal. It will try to prove facts hovering around many war which has been done just to achieve mere power
rather than for establishing global peace. Researcher here want to highlight those truths which has been
revealed in some articles but has been cover up by many sources or has been diversify for hiding purposes
behind the actual truth and will also tries to figure out the oil politics which has become major huddle for
peace establishment.
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Introduction:
In ancient time, people use to fight for finding food and shelter and we still carry those instincts inside us only
the purpose of fight has been change. In past violence has been done for survival but now after enhancement
in our greed it has been for establishing supremacy and for suppression to others. No country in the world are
now thinking about peace but if capable they are disturbing peace of other country and if the condition of
country are not so good then they are suppressing their own nationals. After end of world war, people thought
that violence has been ended but the series of mass killing has never stop whether it is done in the name of
terrorism or in the name of stopping terror activities. The global peace meaning has either been denied or has
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been used only for core benefit of some countries time and again. Firstly we have to understand what is global
peace? Global peace means establishment of violence free environment where the people feel free from
violence from air, land and water which mean the person should feel free to live in any place and feel free
from any air, land or naval attack but every now and then various countries are producing weapons and
missiles in the name of protection which ultimately will not end violence but create fear among the people.
We have create multiple Hydrogen bombs and long range ballistic missile which can even destroy the world
multiple times then how can we be assure that we are living in peaceful environment. If we just look at the
annual fund spend by developed nation in their nuclear plant the core investment can easily end the problem
of poverty in the world so how can we say that we have achieve ultimate peace after two great world war.
Therefore, researcher has tries to provide sincere attempt to present some data regarding so in this paper.

Objectives:


To know about the global peace



To analyze oil politics and countries benefiting from such activities.



To addressed issue regarding investment in war by various nation.



To ascertain the ways to establish ultimate peace.

Materials and Methods
Data collection and Analysis:
The data are collected from reputed Journals, Newspaper, Articles and official publication of various research
centres. Lots of website and government official site has been visited for analysing the data in proper way.
After that data are studied one by one and filtered according to its effectiveness in research. Various graphs
and tables published by the different research centre are used for analysis and justification of facts.
Methodology
The qualitative method of data analysis is used for the research since the question related to global peace is
subjective question so the data are collected from various source. Usually data collected are narratives and
descriptive in nature so thematic ideas can only provide solution therefore, qualitative method proves to be
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best method for this research. Additionally, in this method limited number of respondents having in-depth
knowledge of an issue are studied and purpose are kept in mind so this methodology is best for research.

Facts and figures:
Korean War:
In Korean War (1950-1953 AD), nearly 800,000 people loss their life which include 36,000 American
Soldiers; 620,000 South &North Korean Soldiers and 1,600,000 civilians(Amadeo, 2019). This war is also
known as war fought for establishing peace with composing differences in fashion wanted by two power hub
of world without a clear victory satisfying the power ego with brutal and futile battle(Wright, 2013).
Vietnam War:
The civil war which began in 1959AD and ended in 1975AD killed 58,220 American soldiers with human
casualty in Vietnamese side of about 1.1 million in North Vietnam and 250,000 in South Vietnam and about
confirmed copse count death of 2 million civilians still is one of the worst nightmare happen after World war
II(Amadeo, 2019). Soviet Union benefit from this war firstly they benefit by selling large volumes of military
hardware and secondly communism spread in another country.
Iraq War:
With cost of more than 1 million Iraqis life and 4,480 U.S. Soldiers, Iraq war is one of the bloodiest
battle(Jenkins, 2013). This war is the true reflection of how greed can cause massive destruction. It is
unenvied facts that Iraqi war was war of choice because Iraq had not attacked US or its allies and there was no
any concrete proof that Iraq was planning to attack any other nations(Jenkins, 2013). Although, reason for
attack officially was to remove any mass destructive weapons but no such things were ever found. The reason
behind the war is to have reach on oil reserve, control by Iraqi government. USA want to get supremacy in oil
business which is the true most commanding motive behind war and is related to oil politics(Hinnebusch,
2007).
Syrian War:
According to the Syrian observatory for Human Rights, which is constantly monitoring on activities in Syria
has stated the confirmed death of 367,965 people where 192,035 people who are missing and presumed to be
death are not included. Therefore, research shows the staggering figure of about 500,000 human causality by
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2018. Additionally, almost 1 million people are injured and more than 12 million peopled are forced to flee
away from their motherland(Erickson, 2018). The reason for this devastating war is Assad’s being allies with
Iran who want Syrian weapon to move to Middle East for proxy militias but this upset Iran’s rivals in region
such as Saudi Arabia and Turkey (want to invade Kurds)which are investing on Anti-Assad rebels so war
although seems to be internal but all has hidden support for fulfilling their benefits(Erickson, 2018). From
Syrian war, Israel has conflict with Syria for so long time for issue regarding Golan Heights (where oil and
gas resources are found by exploration carried out Afek Oil, US Company)and is enemy state but after war
now Israel can easily enter in Syria(Israel Benefits Of Syrian Chaos, 2019). US can benefit by establishing its
permanent presence in Syria and blocking Iran and Lebanese to take probable Oil reserve present in area.
While Russia support Assad who is ally of Middle East and can keep its military airbase situated in Latakia
safe.
Gulf War:
The Gulf war started in 2nd August,1990 and ended in 28th February, 1991 AD. for about nearly 6 months,
3weeks and 5 days. It is war where Gulf countries like Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Israel and other countries
of Persian Gulf involved which causes massive destruction of human life and property. In this blood battle
thousands of life are lost the core purpose of Gulf hand is just to have upper hand in oil so this war can be
addressed as the war for power establishment. Nearly 100,000 people loss their life including civilian and
army personnel in this war.

Oil Politics:
Oil also known as black gold is the cause of many conflict from the research done by team of UK which
involved many universities like Portsmouth University, Warwick University and Essex University which look
at 69 countries concluded that two-thirds of the war happened between 1945 to 1999 AD are for intervention
on countries just to get upper hand on oil. The research also suggest that outsider join war of any countries
only if they are benefited financially from such war. Many examples are given to prove such facts some of
them are: US involve in Angola’s Civil war from 1975 AD to establish autocratic states in oil-rich regions,
similarly UK involve in Nigeria’s Civil War in 1967-70 just to fulfil thirst for oil and Soviet Union Involve in
Indonesian war in 1958 and Iraq in 1973 just to gain its hand on oil reserve(Smith, 2015). Not only that,
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conflict in Niger Delta from 2004 to till date is also the result of oil politics as well as Russian involvement in
Syrian civil war is also due to oil. US has also spending lot on Persian Gulf just to protect oil. Lastly, if all the
countries of world want global peace then going to war for oil is unnecessary, expensive in blood and
dangerous for safety of people.

Conclusion:
Many research done by scholars and various fact after elaborating finally dream of global peace seems to be
far from reach until and unless all the countries in the world come on the common ground and take strong
stand on soul aim of establishment of peace without any greed and thirst of oil. All the war which has seen
huge loss of life and property can be end only if few so called developed nation has kept humanitarian aspect
upfront and has kept their hunger of being on top of world aside. World being universal playground for many
generations to come we have to overcome the greed and thirst of power and always has to welcome the steps
of establishment of peace as recently happen between North Korea and US. Furthermore, from many research
researchers can suggest that war has been cause of all terror activities that has been happening every now and
then. The goal of global peace which means freedom to breath without having fear from land, water and air
can only happen if we stop producing weapon and establish environment free from fear. Ultimately, billions
of investment that various countries are investing for war can be saved and can be utilize for end of poverty
and illiteracy which are key factors for rise of terrorism.
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